Press Release

Caribbean Polytechnic Institute Announces Project Management Courses
On Time. On Budget. On Demand

Many persons have at some point in their lives been involved with planning and execution of some type of project even without formal training. From planning and executing school-based projects, fun days and parties to producing a television programme or building a house.

Caribbean Polytechnic Institute has teamed up with Skillsoft to deliver online project management training of the highest quality. Our partnership with Skillsoft allows us to deploy Project Management Institute (PMI) approved e-learning content. Credentials such as the Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM®) and the Project Management Professional (PMP®) are two of the most valued credentials in project management globally. Upon successful completion of any project management course subscribers will gain Professional Development Units (PDUs) towards their respective PMI credentialing examination. The target group includes high school students, graduates, teachers and other working professionals.

Both the CAPM® and the PMP® has helped to assure our clients and prospective clients that holders are committed to project management, and can take responsibility for all aspects of a project during its lifespan. While the CAPM® trained individuals are expected to fulfill project support functions, PMP® certified individuals are expected to be able to lead and direct cross-functional teams to deliver projects within the constraints of schedule, budget and resources, and to demonstrate sufficient knowledge and experience to appropriately apply the methodology to projects that have reasonably well-defined project requirements and deliverables.

Why Project Management Training?
- Project Management is an in demand skill across all industries
- Graduates will have a head start in any organisation
- Value-added to any academic curriculum
- Basic principles are easy to understand and can be applied to almost every field
- Many students are already doing projects, but many are not as efficient as they could be if they were formally trained.
- Students develop self-direction, communication skills, and research skills among others.
- Teachers will be better equipped to deliver project based classroom teaching
What we have Above the Competition
- Globally recognized, portable credentials
- Competitive pricing model
- Flexible online curriculum
- 24 X 7 mentorship
- Books and Resources

For more information on how to register for these courses please make contact with Keithea Beckford (beckfordk@captech.edu.jm). 876-366-5375. (http://captech.edu.jm)